SUDS Exterior Soap is
specially formulated to
powerfully clean your car
as it protects your wax
ﬁnish. Most soaps will cause
damage to your automobile
with harsh chemical and
stripping agents.
SUDS, the ultimate soap
that helps keep a shine on
your paint without harsh
stripping agents that can
damage surfaces, is environmentally friendly
and biodegradable.
POLISH delivers shine and
protection to aluminum,
stainless steel, chrome, gold,
silver, copper, brass and
magnesium.
You can not allow other
polishing products to dry or
they become difﬁcult (if not
impossible) to remove. But with
POLISH, you can polish an entire
surface, allow it to dry, and
simply dust it off.
What’s left is a beautiful shine without the
repetitive rub-on, wipe-off exercise required
by other polishes.
GLIDE is our clay formula that delicately
deep cleans and removes surface
contaminants, while it lays down
Aero’s exclusive co-polymer to
protect and beautify your car’s
ﬁnish for months.
GLIDE Polymer Infused Clay Bar
is safe for all paint surfaces including clear coat.

The Mini 6 Pack
At International AERO
Products, We have
combined six of our
top selling interior
and exterior products
in an embroidered, canvas travel bag. AERO’s
Mini Six Pack Traveler includes AERO’s 300 GSM
microﬁber towel and one 2.5 ounce bottle
of Finale, Shine, View, Immaculate, Spot and
Away. Now everyone has all the tools they
need to be a detailer on the ﬂy.

OUR STORY

International Aero Products is a premium
automotive detailing line. AERO’s exclusive
technology is currently used in the aviation
industry on Royal, VIP, Heads of State and
Corporate jets. These products have a proven
reputation of being the finest in the industry.
With products for both the interior and exterior,
AERO fulfills all your detailing needs.

AN ENDORSEMENT

International AERO
Products are used to
detail all Edelbrock
vehicles, including its
mobile displays seen at car shows around the
country, Edelbrock’s R&D vehicles, Vic Edelbrock
Jr.’s personal cars and the vintage sports cars on
the Edelbrock race team.
“I’m pleased and excited to endorse AERO
as the ofﬁcial Edelbrock car care line,” said Vic
Edelbrock Jr., CEO of Edelbrock LLC.

An International Aero Company

Formulated for Aircraft.
Perfect for Your Car.
International Aero Products, LLC
9058 Rosecrans Ave. • Bellﬂower, California 90706
800-337-WASH (9274) • info@internationalaero.com
InternationalAeroProducts.com

Find us on Facebook: International Aero Products (IAP)

RECOMMENDED BY

FINALE was developed
to keep your car in
“Showroom” condition
between washes.
Formulated for both interior
and exterior surfaces, FINALE
is an imperative step for
every regular maintenance
detail.
FINALE adds a desirable
shine and polished look to
your car, and it also places
a thin, protective barrier
between your car and the elements.
SHINE is a revolutionary
new method of washing and
shining your car and provides
a protective coating on your
paint in minutes, without
water. No buckets, no hoses,
no rinsing and drying!
Simply spray on the surface
and wipe dry. With SHINE
you can conveniently and
quickly wash your vehicle
anywhere, anytime.

In today’s modern aircraft
and automobiles, there
are many surfaces made
of rubber, vinyl, or plastic.
PROTECT is formulated to
recondition an abundance
of surfaces. Anything from
plastic, ﬁberglass, vinyl and
rubber are candidates
for PROTECT’s astounding
shielding and conditioning.
PROTECT also prohibits UV
damage to these surfaces.

SPOT has been developed
over many years, and is
the exclusive and trusted
stain remover of our own
professional detail teams on
Corporate, Heads-of State
and VIP jets all around the
globe.

VIEW Glass Cleaner is
excellent for cleaning all
glass surfaces. It quickly
dissolves fingerprints,
smudges, dust and dirt
while leaving glass and
mirrors with a brilliant
streak-free shine.

While some carpet and
fabric cleaners leave residues
that attract dirt for future
stains and spots, SPOT does
not leave a film and will keep
the surface looking flawless.

This fast acting formula
does not streak and will
not leave any residue,
making everything on your
car – from automotive
glass to headlights – crystal clear.

AWAY was formulated to
remove heavy soil, brake dust
and grease found on aircraft. It
is an environmentally friendly
degreaser.

Use IMMACULATE on all your
interior surfaces to give that “just
detailed” look. In just minutes,
your entire interior will look sharp
and smell fresh.

AWAY is powerful enough
to cut grease on engines
and baked-on brake dust…
even on roughcast aluminum
wheels. Tar, sap, and bugs will
break down in just a matter
of seconds.

The safe formula cleans
and lifts off dust, ashes, dirt,
grime, spills and ﬁngerprints.
IMMACULATE leaves your
interior surfaces looking natural
and revitalized.

SUPPLE leather conditioner
was developed to maintain
the elite leather seats in
today’s private aircraft.
Imagine your seats looking
and feeling as good as the
day you drove your car off
the showroom floor.
SUPPLE helps replace
the natural oils back into
leather interiors to prevent
deterioration and aging.

SHIELD is a catalyzed, co-polymer that
chemically binds to painted
surfaces to create a
deep, luscious shine, while
also protecting painted
surfaces for up to two
years. The handy burstpack makes mixing simple,
and the application is
as easy as applying lessdurable waxes that won’t
last nearly as long as
AERO SHIELD.

